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LHC perspective on New Physics

We like natural theories, 
to stabilise the Higgs 

mass we need... bla bla  

It would be cool to
discover new particles...

...Nobel prize?  

A serious man, Cohen (2009)

Theorist: 

Experimentalist:TeV



LHC perspective on New Physics
The hard reality:

a Higgs boson with Standard Model like 
couplings has been discovered;

(minimal) supersymmetry has been excluded up 
to above a TeV;

no signs of new physics so far (bounds 
approaching the TeV scale...)
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Standard Model all the way up?
But, history teaches us...

Standard Model backgrounds...

Standard Model backgrounds everywhere!



History teaches us that 
surprises are possible!

for centuries we believed that ancient Greek cities were all standard 
stone and dust.
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History teaches us that 
surprises are possible!

for centuries we believed that ancient Greek cities were all standard 
stone and dust.
recent detailed analysis of the decayed temples and statues showed 
that ancient Greece was in TECHNICOLOUR!



BSM: beyond supersymmetry

The most common new particle is a new
coloured quark:

4th generation: excluded by Higgs discovery!

Little Higgs: massive top partners responsible for the cancellation of 
quadratic divergences in the Higgs mass.

Extra dimensions: recurrences of SM quarks, propagating in the bulk.

Composite Higgs: massive top arises as a composite state, accompanied 
by heavier resonances.

Extended gauge symmetries: new fermions needed to complete SM 
quark representations.



What is a VL quark?

They have a Dirac mass without the Higgs.

They couple to SM quarks via Yukawa-type interactions.

The couplings depend on the representation of SU(2) - few possible 
choices!
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U mixes with TOP
New quark X with charge 5/3

No strong bounds!



Two fermion mixing:
singlets/triplets vs doublets
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mt’ - x or M - x

Stronger bounds from left-handed couplings!



Case study: a non-SM doublet

Less stringent bounds.

Bounds from T parameter are 
model dependent (extra 
contributions...)

Less studied in the literature 
(main focus was on singlet 
and SM doublet). allowed
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Flavour mixing

Diagonalising yu and yd,
the mass matrix reads:

lh mixing (VL) given by: rh mixing (VR) given by:

lh mixing angles suppressed
by light quark masses!!!!!!

Possibly large mixing!
Suppressed only by small x1, x2



Flavour mixing
Couplings of U to the Z are different from up quark couplings:

Large Flavour violating couplings only in the
right handed Z sector. No large left handed couplings 

to Z and W!!!!

This leads to milder flavour constraints!!!



Bounds: D0-antiD0 mixing

D0 = cū D̄0 = c̄u

In the SM, determined by long distance
therefore, not calculable!

c

c̄ū

u
Z Conservative bound if exp value

saturated by 
new physics contribution!

Bound on product: VR41 or VR42 can be large!



Bounds: Atomic Parity Violation

Parity violation in Atoms is a measure of the Z couplings to up and down.

up down

Strong bound on VR41!



Bounds: charm couplings @ LEP1

LEP1 measured the charm couplings to the Z fairly precisely!

Mild bound on VR42!

Requiring the new contribution to be smaller that 3 sigma:



Bounds:

Strong bound on product VR41*VR42!

Mild bounds on individual couplings: mixing to either charm or up 
can be sizeable!

Possible large Branching in light quarks and/or large single 
production cross section!

Lesson to take away:



Models of composite Higgs

EWSB on the IR brane (Yukawa) -> Conformal Sector

Bulk custodial symmetry SU(2)LxSU(2)RxU(1)B-L

Light fermions on the UV brane -> Elementary d.o.f.

Localisation depends on the bulk mass of 5D fermions -> dimension 
of the CFT operator. 

UV IRgauge bosons

Top

light
 fermions

KK Higgs
here!

custodial
symmetry!

Elementary! Composite!

SU(2)R 
broken here!



Models of composite Higgs

Composite top implies large corrections to the Z couplings of the 
left-handed b, which are constrained at the 0.1% level!

Solution:
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Flavour in warped space:
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For strongly IR localised fields (top and partners)
there are light states appearing in the spectrum!

Lightest states are a SU(2)L doublet
with hypercharge 7/6!



Thus, many theorists have appetite 
for VL quarks...



CMS Menu, 7 TeV
b’ pair, 100% Wt

b’ pair, 100% Zb

t’pair, 100% Wb

X pair, 100% Wt

l±l±+ ! 4 jets
l(high pT )+ ! 4 jets(1b) + kin cuts

l+l!(Z)+ ! 2 jets(2b)

l+l!+ ! 2 jets(2b)
l(high pT )+ ! 4 jets(1b) + kin cuts

l±l±+ ! 4 jets + HT

Prices (GeV)

611
675

550

557
560

645



ATLAS Menu, 7 TeV
b’, X pair, 100% Wt

t’ pair, 100% Wb

t’ pair, 50% Wb
single q’ jet, 100% W q

single q’ jet, 100% Z q

Prices (GeV)

670l±l±+ ! 2 jets (1b) + HT + MET

l (high pT )+ ! 3 jets + MET
656

500

l ! (W ) + 2 jets(1 forward)

l+l! (Z) + 2 jets(1 forward)

b’: 1120
X: 1420

t’: 1080



Top partner t’:

t’ Wb Zt ht

Single, Triplet Y=2/3 50% 25% 25%

Doublets, Triplet Y=-1/3 ~ 0% 50% 50%

➤ branchings are never 100% in one channel!

EQUIVALENCE THEOREM: at large VL masses, BR(Zt) = BR(ht)!!!

➤ decays into light quarks may not be negligible!

Flavour bounds: however, BRs are NOT proportional to the mixing
matrices nor to the Yukawa couplings!



LHC bounds on the t’



Bottom partner b’:
Example: same sign dilepton in b’ decays

Assuming 100% decays into Wt

ss dilepton from W’s
b-tagging

Decays in W q
should also be included

in the same search!

Different efficiencies!!!!
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Exotic X5/3:
Example: same sign dilepton in X decays

Assuming 100% decays into Wt

ss dilepton from W’s
large number of jets (4+)

Decays in W q
should also be included

in the same search!

Different efficiencies!!!!
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Exotic X5/3:
Example: same sign dilepton in X decays

Assuming 100% decays into Wt

ss dilepton from W’s
large number of jets (4+)

We propose an
alternative cut

on HT!

Different efficiencies!!!!

G.C., A.Deandrea, L.Panizzi, 
S.Perries, V.Sordini

1211.4034



Exotic X5/3:
Model independent parametrisation of the couplings:

Single production can be correlated to Branching ratios:

Pair: 170 fb



Relevance of Single Production!
Pair production is “model independent”, being dominated by QCD!

Couplings proportional to the mixing
i.e. sensitive to the Yukawa couplings!

Potential window to size of Yukawa couplings/mixing!

Potentially relevant at high masses.

It needs to be included in a consistent way (flavour bounds!!!)

Present bounds
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Relevance of Single Production!



Outlook

VL quark pheno can be described in terms of a few parameters: t’, 
b’, X(5/3), Y(-4/3)...

Many neglected final states need to be analysed.

Tool to extract reliable bounds:

identify un-equivalent channels 
(production+decay modes).

calculate experimental efficiency per 
channel.

input parameters: mass, BR, coupling 
(single prod.)

Experimentalists
needed!

G.C., M.Buchkremer, A.Deandrea, L.Panizzi 
in preparation

L.Panizzi, in preparation



Model independent lagrangian
Model independent parametrisation of the couplings:

T: 4 parameters
B: 4 parameters
X: 2 parameters
Y: 2 parameters

Implemented and validated
in FeynRules:

To appear on
http://feynrules.irmp.ucl.ac.be/

http://hepmdb.soton.ac.uk/

http://feynrules.irmp.ucl.ac.be
http://feynrules.irmp.ucl.ac.be
http://hepmdb.soton.ac.uk
http://hepmdb.soton.ac.uk

